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ABSTRACT | The focus of the work in this paper is a systems-

theoretic construction, analysis, and evaluation of a determin-

istic model of human decision making relative to experimental

data. In sequential two-alternative forced choice decision

tasks, a human subject is presented with two choices at every

time step, is given finite time to select one of the choices, and

receives a reward after a choice is made (presented as a

number on a computer screen). The goal for the human is to

obtain the maximal reward while not knowing the underlying

reward assignment process. In this work, we present a

parameterized deterministic model for human decision making

in this context and analyze optimality and stability using a finite

state machine approach. This model is then evaluated relative

to experimental data from human subjects performing each of

six tasks.

KEYWORDS | Finite state machines; human decision modeling;

two-alternative forced choice tasks

I . INTRODUCTION

Recently, interest in human decision dynamics has been

growing in the field of control systems with the goal of

incorporating knowledge of human decision-making
characteristics into the design of mixed teams of humans

and robots to improve overall team performance [1]–[3].

For instance, if a design engineer knows that humans are

more likely to understand and respond to computer out-

puts in a certain form, the engineer can make sure to

incorporate that information into the design. Examples of

potential applications of this line of research include

mixed teams of humans and autonomous vehicles [4], [5],
cooperation in construction tasks [6], and emergency

response systems [7].

Relative to this framework, we focus our effort on

studying one particular type of human decision making,

namely dynamic decision making, a process in which a

human makes a sequence of interdependent decisions in

order to achieve some objective (for example, coordination

of humans and robots in a foraging task [2]). The human
receives feedback, also termed an outcome in this context,

after every decision is made. The environment, which the

human’s decisions impact, changes as a result of the
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human decisions, but it can also evolve automatically
between decisions.

Dynamic decision making, in general, is a complicated

process that is a function of both the particular task and the

environment. To make the study of human decision mak-

ing tractable, neuroscientists have devised simple dynamic

decision-making experiments known as sequential two-

alternative forced choice (TAFC) decision tasks [8] to

study specific features of cognitive and psychological as-
pects of human decision making when the human has

extremely limited information. In these tasks, a participant

is presented with a binary choice and given a reward based

on the current choice and the previous N choices. In

human subject experiments, cognitive scientists have ob-

served that for a majority of the human test subjects

working with particular reward structures, decisions are

centered around particular points, termed crossing points,
where the reward return curves for the two options cross.

For instance, in [9], this Bmatching behavior[ was demon-

strated in a task similar to the one we consider here. This

particular bias indicates the existence of an underlying

mechanism in human decision making in the sequential

two-choice task.

Clearly, the mechanism of human decision making is

an inherently stochastic process. Further, while in some
instances decision making could be argued to be entirely

stochastic, in many scenarios the process is composed of

both a deterministic component and a stochastic compo-

nent. Our belief is that the best models are those based on

the most complete knowledge of both the deterministic

and the stochastic elements as the more accurately a model

is known, the better one can design around it. The intent

in the work here is to explore the underlying structure of
the deterministic component of the process in a particular

context before stochastic components are incorporated.

Extensions of the work here to include stochastic effects to

the proposed underlying deterministic structure are the

focus of ongoing research and will be discussed in the

conclusion.

In order to mathematically investigate potential under-

lying mechanisms of human decision making, prior work
has primarily addressed the use of Markov decision pro-

cesses (MDPs) and drift-diffusion models (DDMs), a type

of stochastic differential equation (SDE). MDPs apply to

scenarios where events occur in discrete time and with

discrete state values. Transitions from one state to another

are treated probabilistically and are only dependent on the

current state. SDEs, including DDMs, evolve in continuous

time with continuous state values and are composed of
both deterministic and stochastic elements. Relative to

forced alternative tasks with two or more alternatives, a

number of studies have utilized one or both of MDPs and

SDEs to develop predictive models of decision making.

Generally, DDMs have been used in studies of measure-

ments of brain activity such as dopamine levels, neural

firing rates, and functional magnetic resonance imaging

(fMRI) imaging [8], [10]–[12] where data are collected
during a period of time to determine the most likely se-

lection of an action from a finite set at a decision time. One

can then consider the set of actions as occurring at discrete

times with continuous time data paths leading to each of

the discrete actions. As mentioned above, these SDE mod-

els allow for both deterministic and stochastic elements

and in work to date [13] have primarily involved simple

linear or affine deterministic components that relate fu-
ture decisions to weighting parameters determined from

one or a few prior decisions. More complex and general

frameworks of this type have been explored to a certain

extent [14]–[16], but analytical complexity of SDEs with

deterministic elements representing more complex re-

ward-based decision-making strategies has generally been

prohibitive. MDPs have been used to model decision mak-

ing with strictly probabilistic transitions between decisions
in a number of contexts [17], but more generally MDPs

have been used in combination with DDMs. In particular,

work in [18] considers TAFC tasks and a DDM together as

a Markov process and shows that, with certain assump-

tions, the DDM will analytically exhibit matching behavior

in similar scenarios as human subjects. In [19], conver-

gence to a matching point is proven for a particular task

termed the matching-shoulders-type task both for the
model presented in this paper and for the DDM with a time

decay extension termed the eligibility trace. In [12] and

[20], a combination of DDM and MDP was used to address

the empirical and analytical effects of social context (deci-

sions and rewards of other people) on decision making.

The focus of the work here is to explore deterministic

elements of human decision making. We consider a simple

deterministic input–output model and investigate the
limits of reasonable approximation of actual behavior. In

our prior work [3], [21], control-theoretic tools were used

to study, both analytically and experimentally, asymptotic

behavior of human decision making in sequential two-

choice tasks. In the work here, we extend our previous

results and add a full analytic treatment of asymptotic be-

havior under the extended model from [21]. Further, the

use of a tuning parameter is incorporated here to attempt
to capture individual behaviors with regards to risk and

reward. Work in [12] also addresses individual tuning,

where their goodness-of-fit metric is the amount of time

spent in binned locations, while our model is formulated to

match decisions at each time step for purposes of identi-

fication of changes in human subject decision-making po-

licies. Our deterministic decision model does successfully

predict human decision making in such TAFC tasks much
of the time (discussed below in detail). Compared to the

prediction-error models [8], [10] for human decision mak-

ing, our model is somewhat simpler but enables us to

analyze asymptotic behaviors in sequential TAFC tasks for

various types of reward structures. The results here have

implications for directions to pursue in the use of com-

bined MDP and SDE models of decision making.
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The particular scenario considered here is, admittedly,
abstracted from the goal of constructing methodologies for

effective interaction of human operators and autonomous

vehicles. However, the results of the analysis indicate ap-

proaches that can be taken in terms of data usage and

presentation to human operators during certain types of

reward-based activities. In particular, human subjects

studies have shown that factors such as task switching

[22], type of interface [22], [23], trust of automation [24],
[25], and boredom and fatigue [26] can have either po-

sitive or negative effects on performance. The particular

models and analyses here are intended to help identify

decision-making characteristics such as tendencies to

gravitate toward fixed points in reward, finding optimal

rewards in the presence of local maxima, and changes in

decision-making strategy. These characteristics may then

be used to construct reward presentation interfaces that
encourage operators toward certain desirable decision pat-

terns, identify and respond to changes in decision-making

strategies, and determine characteristics of beneficial ope-

rating environments.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In

Section II, TAFC tasks are discussed relative to dynamics

for the deterministic finite state machine approach. In

Section III, we discuss the various reward structures used
in the work here. We present our policy for decision mak-

ing with mathematical analysis in Section IV, and com-

parisons of the predictions of the model to experimental

data on human subjects are presented in Section V. In

Section VI, we conclude and discuss future and ongoing

work.

II . TWO-ALTERNATIVE FORCED
CHOICE TASKS

The model and data presented here are all relative to the

TAFC task. The TAFC is a simplified model that represents

situations where a person must choose between fixed al-

ternatives. Herrnstein, one of the early researchers in

TAFC [9], used the example of a tennis game where the

player must choose between a lob or a passing shot. If the
player does nothing but lob the ball, the opponent will

begin to expect that shot, resulting in the player losing

points. Therefore, an optimal strategy must involve taking

some combination of shots. In this section, the structure of

the TAFC is outlined, and the dynamics that underly the

problem are presented.

A sequential TAFC task is constructed as follows [8]. A

participant is presented with two choices: A and B. The
participant has to choose either A or B in a fixed amount of

time, and after the decision is made, the participant re-

ceives a reward, presented as a number on the computer

screen. The procedure is then repeated for a fixed number

of iterations. The goal is to maximize the reward, which is

calculated as follows. Let x be the percentage of A chosen

among the last fixed number of N decisions. If the parti-

cipant next chooses A, the reward is ’AðxÞ; if the parti-

cipant chooses B, the reward is ’BðxÞ (see Fig. 1).

The difficulty for a participant in the task is that the
participant does not know how the reward is calculated.

Yet, by exploring through a series of A and B choices and

using the reward as feedback, a participant aims to achieve

the maximum reward. Thus, this type of task is designed to

explore human decision-making dynamics when the hu-

man has extremely limited information about the reward

determination process.

Relative to a systems-theoretic context, TAFC tasks
represent a class of optimization problems in dynamical

systems that is different from classical control system

problems in terms of the information available to the con-

troller. Central in classical control systems theory of opti-

mization is the assumption that the dynamics of the plant

to be controlled are completely, or at least partially, known

to the controller (such as in models with uncertainty or

parameterized models with unknown parameters; in game
theory, the rules of the game are known). In contrast, in

TAFC tasks, the controllerVthe human in this case-

knows nothing about the process, and the reward is avail-

able only after a decision is made.

We proceed by describing a deterministic mathemat-

ical model for reward dynamics in TAFC tasks (originally

presented in [3]). Incorporation of decision policies will

follow in the next section. Denote by tk 2 ½0;1Þ, k ¼ 1; 2;
. . . , the times at which the human makes decisions (also

termed decision times) and by uðtkÞ the corresponding

decisions, where uðtkÞ 2 fA; Bg. Denote by the state x the

percentage of A in the last N choices, where N is the

window length (in the experiments below, N ¼ 20).

The dynamics of x are

xðtkÞ¼:

xðtk�1Þþ
1

N
; if uðtkÞ¼A; uðtkÞ 6¼uðtk�NÞ

xðtk�1Þ�
1

N
; if uðtkÞ¼B; uðtkÞ 6¼uðtk�NÞ

xðtk�1Þ; if uðtkÞ ¼ uðtk�NÞ:

8>>><
>>>: (1)

Fig. 1. A typical reward structure in a sequential TAFC task. The

solid line ’A represents the reward for choosing option A. The

dashed line ’B represents the reward for choosing option B.
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Note that uðtk�NÞ is the choice that was most recently
replaced by the moving window.

Denote by ’A : ½0; 1� ! R a continuous function of the

state x (called a reward curve) such that the reward will be

’AðxÞ when the percentage of A (including the current

action) is x, and the human subject chooses A. Denote by

’B : ½0; 1� ! R a reward curve such that the reward will

be ’BðxÞ when the percentage of A is x, and the human

subject chooses B. The output function for this process is
defined to be

yðtkÞ ¼ ’uðtkÞ xðtkÞð Þ: (2)

We term the pair � ¼ ð’A; ’BÞ a reward structure.
The information available to the human operator at a

decision time tkþ1 is the set

uðt1Þ; . . . ; uðtkÞ; yðt1Þ; . . . ; yðtkÞf g ¼: Itkþ1
:

We include all past information in the set Itkþ1
, but humans

do not generally have the ability to remember or to use all

of the data from the start of the experiment through the

current time k. The decision at time tk (i.e., the control

signal in a control systems context) is, in general, the out-

put of a nonlinear map � : Itk
! fA; Bg

uðtkÞ ¼ �ðItk
Þ

and, more generally, � could be the output of a dynamical

system (i.e., the human decision-making dynamics) with

input Itk
. In the prediction-error model [8], such a � is a

probabilistic map. We present here another view on hu-
man decision making in TAFC tasks by seeking a deter-

ministic �, which is termed a strategy or a policy. As stated

above, a deterministic � can be seen as an input–output

simplification of the human decision-making dynamics,

which enables us to more easily analyze asymptotic behav-

iors of the closed-loop system.

III . REWARD STRUCTURES

The particular set of reward-based tasks considered here

were introduced in [27] and are shown in Fig. 2. Rather

than represent specific real-world tasks, the different tasks
are intended to isolate and to test for specific behaviors in

humans. Specifically the converging Gaussian (CG) task is

designed to push people towards the crossing point, while

the behavior for maximal reward in the diverging Gaussian

(DG) task is to stay at the crossing point, but by design it

encourages subjects to explore. The rising optimum/

reverse rising optimum (RO/RRO) and complex rising

optimum/reverse complex rising optimum (CRO/RCRO)

are pairs designed so that the optimum behaviors are

difficult for a test subject to find but also so that simple

decision patterns are encouraged [12].

One aspect of decision making that will be considered
here is whether the amount of change being experienced

has any effect on human decision-making patterns. From

the given reward structures shown in Fig. 2, the maximum

possible change in reward for a single time step can be

determined by simple differences. These values are re-

ported in Table 1 for the reward structures in Fig. 2 and

can be easily found for any reward structure. Note that the

values are reported as absolute values and could be expe-
rienced by the subject as either an increase or decrease in

Fig. 2. Six types of reward structures for sequential TAFC tasks.

The solid line is the reward curve for choice A, and the dashed

line is for choice B.

Table 1 Maximum Change in Reward for a Single Step With Step Size 1/20

(Can Occur as Positive or Negative Change)
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one-step reward depending on the direction of change of
the state x.

In the remainder of this section, we are concerned

primarily with the mathematical characterization of dif-

ferent reward structures � ¼ ð’A; ’BÞ. Specifically, we

consider optimal decision paths, deconstruction of reward

structures into basic subtypes, and asymptotic behavior

over a composite reward structure.

A. Optimal Rewards
One can analytically construct the optimal average

reward for each of the reward structures in Fig. 2. Let the
average reward �y be the value of the reward for a decision

path that stays at exactly x0 for all time, meaning that uðtÞ
is periodic of period N where N is the window length (e.g.,

ABBABB . . . ABB|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
N

ABB . . .). For any point x0 along the x-axis,

the average reward is given by

�yðx0Þ ¼ x0’Aðx0Þ þ ð1� x0Þ’Bðx0Þ:

Example 1: Consider the reward structure shown in

Fig. 3, which has the following functional description:

’A ¼
�0:6xþ 0:34; 0 � x � 0:4

0:8x� 0:22; 0:4 G x � 1

�

’B ¼
�0:2xþ 0:28; 0 � x � 0:4

0:8x� 0:12; 0:4G x � 1.

�

For any fixed x ¼ x0, the system in Fig. 3 has average

reward

�y ¼ �0:4x2
0 � 0:14x0 þ 0:28; 0 � x0 � 0:4

0:7x0 � 0:12; 0:4G x0 � 1.

�

Specifically, the periodic decision pattern

uðtkÞ ¼ AA . . . AA|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
16times

B . . . B|fflffl{zfflffl}
4times

for which x0 ¼ 0:8, gives an average reward of �y ¼ 0:44.
The best possible long-term reward is then to follow a

decision path that maximizes �y. The particular value of x0

that achieves this maximum can be reached in at most N
steps, where N is the length of the history window. Using a

similar construction, the maximum of each of the reward

structures in Fig. 2 can be found as follows.

Theorem 1: For each of the reward structures in Fig. 2,
the maximum possible average reward is given by

�ymax ¼ max
�x2f0;1=N;...;1g

�x’Að�xÞ þ ð1� �xÞ’Bð�xÞf g: (3)

The decision policy to reach the optimal �y is then to choose

A �xN times and B ð1� �xÞN times in a pattern that is

periodic with period N, where �x maximizes (3).

Proof: The result follows directly from the construc-

tions above. h
Note that while this result concerns an optimal return

based on an average, the nonaverage optimal result will in
fact be the same as the average result. To see this point,

consider any of the tasks with state initialized at a value

corresponding to the highest peak of the curves. The over-

all optimal reward corresponds to receiving that reward for

all time. But receiving that reward requires that the state x,

percent of A chosen out of the previous N decisions, re-

main constant. In some cases, this constant value can be

achieved (x ¼ 0 or x ¼ 1 with the appropriate reward
curve), but in general, a constant value of x requires a

cyclic decision pattern.

Given the above theorem and the six reward structures

of Fig. 2, inspection shows that the optimal reward for the

RO task occurs at �x ¼ 1 (a cyclic pattern of decisions being

mostly A), the optimal reward for the RRO task occurs at

�x ¼ 0 (all decisions being A), the optimal reward for the

CRO task occurs at the peak at approximately �x ¼ 0:8, the
optimal reward for the RCRO task occurs at the peak at

approximately �x ¼ 0:2, and the optimal reward for the DG

and CG tasks occurs between �x ¼ 0:6 and �x ¼ 0:4.

B. Reward Structure Decomposition
Given an arbitrary reward structure, we would like to

identify when and where a player following a given pe-

riodic, or cyclic, decision policy would receive rewards

that demonstrate a periodic, or cyclic, pattern. When the

periodic decision policy is such that the relative percen-

tages of choices of each of the two options remain fixedFig. 3. Example showing the average reward curve.
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and the resulting rewards are constant, the result is termed

a Bfixed point.[ Note that for fixed points, x ¼ x0 is con-

stant. Relative to (1) such points occur for cyclic decision

patterns of period N (the next decision is the same as the

Nth previous decision). From an analytical perspective,

these points and behaviors provide key information about

what types of decision policies will lead to local versus
global maximal rewards. Further, this information can be

used to evaluate human decision-making tendencies under

particular conditions and potentially alter those conditions

to encourage desired human decision behaviors. In this

section, we provide a tool to facilitate the fixed point ana-

lysis by showing how to decompose an arbitrary reward

structure into a particular set of basis elements.

Analytical evaluation of fixed points and cyclic reward
patterns in arbitrary reward structures can be accom-

plished via a deconstruction of the reward structure into a

set of common basic components. Consider the eight basic

reward structures shown in Fig. 4. By the notation ’A �
’B, we mean ’AðxÞ > ’BðxÞ8x 2�a; b½ with the endpoints

characterized by ’AðaÞ � ’BðaÞ and ’AðbÞ � ’BðbÞ. The

definition of the basic reward structures in Fig. 4 is made

such that a; b 2 ½0; 1�, and the structures are independent
of the particular values of a and b. Further, note that the

definitions of the basic types are independent of the

vertical scaling. For mathematical purposes, this construc-

tion is convenient because ’A and ’B in each of the basic

structures are monotonic.

Given these substructures, we can then state the fol-

lowing substructure decomposition lemma.

Lemma 1: Given an arbitrary reward structure � ¼
ð’A;’BÞ, if ’A and ’B are always either increasing or de-

creasing except possibly at finitely many points, then the

structure � can be broken into a unique minimal finite

string of substructures �1; . . . ;�n, where �i, i 2 fI; . . . ;
VIIIg, is one of the types in Fig. 4.

Proof: Let �A and �B, respectively, be the number of

extremal points of the curves ’A and ’B, and let �AB be the

number of crossing points of ’A and ’B. Let xi 2 ½0; 1�,
i 2 f1; . . . ; �A þ �B þ �AB þ 1g be the abscissa values of
each of the extremal and crossing points ordered such that

iG j) xi � xj (lexicographic ordering). Now, note that

between any two successive extremal or crossing points

(regardless of whether a given point is an extremal point

for both curves or not), the curves ’A and ’B are either

monotonically increasing or decreasing. As the basic

reward structures include all possible combinations of

monotonicity for two curves, the curves between any two
extremal or crossing points must necessarily be one of the

eight types �I; . . . ;�VIII. Clearly, then, an arbitrary reward

structure � ¼ ð’A; ’BÞ can be expressed as the concate-

nation of substructures � ¼ �1; . . . ;��Aþ�Bþ�ABþ1. To see

that this concatenation is uniquely minimal, note that re-

moving any of the substructures would require that at least

one remaining substructure has more than one extremal or

crossing point in one or more of the curves which is not
allowed. Further, note that breaking any substructure into

a larger number of pieces would provide multiple sub-

structures of the same type next to one another without

additional extremal or crossing points. As the original

structure could be decomposed using the smaller number

of substructures, minimality follows from the original de-

composition. Uniqueness is clear based on the categoriza-

tion of the substructures. h

Example 2: The CG reward structure in Fig. 2 has one

extremal point in each of the two curves and one crossing

Fig. 4. Basic reward structures for sequential two-choice tasks. The horizontal axis is the percentage of A in the last N decisions, and the vertical

axis is the reward value for choice of A or B at a given percentage of A. The solid line ’A is the reward for choosing A, and the dashed line ’B

is the reward for choosing B. Note: because the horizontal axis is %A, choosing A repeatedly moves the state x toward a value of b.
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point. In order, these points are labeled x1; x2; x3. The
structure can then be uniquely and minimally decomposed

into the sequence of four substructures �I on ½0; x1�, �III on

½x1; x2�, �VI on ½x2; x3� and �VIII on ½x3; 1�.

IV. A POLICY FOR EXPLORATION
AND EXPLOITATION

Given reward structures, we would like to find a determi-
nistic strategy or policy that both accounts for finding

desirable reward returns (e.g., fixed points, maximal re-

ward) and captures the decision-making tendencies of

humans presented with the given TAFC tasks. The mathe-

matical analysis of a particular strategy will be presented in

this section with a comparison to human subject results in

the following sections.

A. The �-Policy
In the psychology literature [28] and the game theory

literature [29], a deterministic policy termed win–stay–

loose–switch (WSLS) has been posed as being a model of

human decision making in certain contexts. In this strat-

egy, if a reward-based outcome occurs as expected based

on a decision, i.e., when the last choice increases the re-

ward, no incentive exists to change from using the last
decision (alternatively, it is the incentive to continue with

the same decision). If the outcome is not as expected, i.e.,

when the last choice decreases the reward, it is the in-

centive to switch the decision (in order to avoid further

potential losses). Based on this deterministic decision-

making strategy, we propose a simple decision-making

rule, termed the �-policy, for sequential TAFC tasks

uðtkÞ :¼ uðtk�1Þ; if yðtk�1Þ � yðtk�2Þ
switch uðtk�1Þð Þ; else

�
(4)

where switchðAÞ ¼ B, switchðBÞ ¼ A, and yðtkÞ is given in

(2). The slight difference between the �-policy and [28]

and [29] is that the reward can be the same instead of a
clear win-or-lose situation. Additionally, only one player is

present. We summarize this decision-making policy with

the following two courses of action.

A1) If the last reward is greater than or equal to the

preceding reward, the previous decision choice

is repeated.

A2) If the last reward is less than the preceding

reward, immediately switch to the alternative
decision choice.

In cognitive psychology terminology, actions of type A1

are known as exploitive, and actions of type A2 are known

as explorative (in fact, relationships between exploitation

and exploration in human decision making are a major

research theme in cognitive science [30]). Using this ter-

minology, the first case of (4) encodes exploitation, and the

second case encodes exploration. Switching between the
two is triggered by whether reward expectations are met.

The actions A1 and A2 are idealistic. Some humans

explore by switching decisions even if no decrease in re-

wards occurs (for example, in gambling types of activities),

or some stay with a decision even if a temporary decline in

rewards occurs (for example, such traits can be found in

long-term investors).

Given these characteristics, we modify the �-strategy to
include a parameter that can be tuned to better capture

human decision-making dynamics. The modified �-strat-

egy with a switching threshold � is

uðtkÞ :¼ uðtk�1Þ; if yðtk�1Þ�yðtk�2Þ þ �
switch uðtk�1Þð Þ; else.

�
(5)

The decision remains the same only if the reward improves

by at least �. In essence, relative to the �-strategy with

behavior based on the reward obtained from the prior de-

cision, the variable � captures the risk attitude of humans:

larger values of � correspond to riskier behavior. One can

also consider further generalizations of this extension of

the �-strategy to include additional parameters and depen-
dence on decision and reward history beyond two steps.

For purposes of brevity and clarity of presentation, such

extensions are not considered here and are the subject of

ongoing research.

B. Asymptotic Behavior for � ¼ 0
Under the �-policy, the decisions u can be shown to

cause the system state to exhibit asymptotic behaviors. As
in Section III-B with the basic reward structures, for

generality, we allow the domain of the reward structure to

be an arbitrary interval ½a; b� and use the state dynamics in

(1) to explore the existence of fixed points and cyclic re-

ward behaviors. An important point to note is that when

considering reward structures with argument ½a; b� not

necessarily equal to ½0; 1�, the state x from (1) can limit to

the edge of the interval ½a; b� rather than limiting to a fixed
point within that interval.

Let zðtkÞ :¼ ðuðtk�1Þ; uðtkÞÞ be the ordered sequence of

two consecutive decisions at times tk�1 and tk; clearly,

zðtkÞ 2 fAA; AB; BA; BBg. We write x! x� (respectively,

x! S where S ¼ fx� � 1=N; x�; x� þ 1=Ng) if there

exists T G1 such that xðtÞ ¼ x� (respectively, xðtÞ ! S)

8t � T.

Lemma 2: The steady-state behavior of an agent

following the �-strategy in each of the basic reward struc-

tures is as follows. In all cases, if xðt1Þ ¼ a and zðt1Þ ¼ BB,

then x! a; similarly, if xðt1Þ ¼ b and zðt1Þ ¼ AA, then

x! b. Otherwise, we have the following.

• �I: x! b.

• �II: If zðt1Þ ¼ BB, then x! a; otherwise x! b.
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• �III: If a G 2=3 G 2=3þ 1=N G b, then x !
½2=3� 1=N; 2=3þ 2=N�; otherwise x limits to

whichever of a or b is closer to 2/3.
• �IV : If zðt1Þ ¼ BB, then x! a; else if a G 2=3 G

2=3þ 1=N G b, t h e n x! ½2=3� 1=N; 2=3 þ
2=N�; otherwise x limits to whichever of a or b is

closer to 2/3.

• �V : If zðt1Þ ¼ AA, then x! b; else if zðt1Þ 6¼ AA
and a G 1=3� 1=N G 1=3 G b, then x! ½1=3 �
2=N; 1=3þ 1=N�; otherwise x limits to whichever

of a or b is closer to 1/3 (mirror of �IV ).
• �VI: If b G 1=3� 1=N G 1=3 G a, then x! ½1=3 �

2=N; 1=3þ 1=N�; otherwise x limits to whichever

of a or b is closer to 1/3 (mirror of �III).

• �VII: If zðt1Þ ¼ AA, then x! b; otherwise x! a
(mirror of �II).

• �VIII: If xðt1Þ ¼ b and zðt1Þ ¼ AA, then x! b;

otherwise x! a (mirror of �I).

Proof: Using the mathematical expression of the �-
policy in (4), construct a finite state machine for each of

the eight basic reward structures of Fig. 4 (shown in

Fig. 5). Note that four of the finite state machines have

cycles of length three. The nature of the moving window

history is such that if the next decision is the same as the

decision N steps in the past, the value of the state x will

not change; more succinctly, if uðtkþ1Þ ¼ uðtk�NÞ, then

xðtk�1Þ ¼ xðtkÞ. This fact clearly implies that if uðtkÞ ¼
uðtk�N�1Þ and uðtkÞ ¼ uðtk�1Þ, then yðtkÞ ¼ yðtk�1Þ, which

under the �-policy implies that uðtkþ1Þ ¼ uðtkÞ. Thus,

any decision trajectory under the �-policy that is pe-

riodic in N is necessarily a constant trajectory.

From the structure of the finite state machines, and a

study of the initial conditions for special cases, the results

of the lemma with regard to �I;�II;�VII;�VIII clearly fol-

low. For �III � �VI, the decision trajectory will necessarily
be periodic, just not periodic in N (specifically N ¼ 20, but

the cycles are length three). Because the trajectory is not

periodic in N, the state x will enter a limit cycle in the

vicinity of 2/3 or 1/3 as appropriate. h

Example 3: Consider the reward structure �III under the

�-policy with N ¼ 7, a ¼ 0, and b ¼ 1. Starting with

choice history BBBBBBA at time t0, the choice trajectory
will be the result:

k choice history x reward

1 A BBBBBAA 2=7 yðt1Þ G yðt0Þ
2 B BBBBAAB 2=7 yðt2Þ G yðt1Þ
3 A BBBAABA 3=7 yðt3Þ > yðt2Þ
4 A BBAABAA 4=7 yðt4Þ G yðt3Þ
5 B BAABAAB 4=7 yðt5Þ G yðt4Þ
6 A AABAABA 5=7 yðt6Þ > yðt5Þ
7 A ABAABAA 5=7 yðt7Þ ¼ yðt6Þ
8 A BAABAAA 5=7 yðt8Þ ¼ yðt7Þ
9 A AABAAAA 6=7 yðt9Þ G yðt8Þ
10 B ABAAAAB 5=7 yðt10Þ G yðt9Þ
11 A BAAAABA 5=7 yðt11Þ > yðt10Þ
12 A AAAABAA 6=7 yðt12Þ G yðt11Þ
13 B AAABAAB 5=7 yðt13Þ G yðt12Þ
14 A AABAABA 5=7 yðt14Þ > yðt13Þ
15 go to k ¼ 6

As indicated by the finite state machine for �III and

confirmed in the chart, the system settles into a limit cycle

of length three that lives in the set x 2 f5=7; 6=7g �
½2=3� 1=7; 2=3þ 2=7�.

For reward structures that are not one of the eight

basic types in Fig. 4, we can examine the behavior of the

overall structure using Lemma 2 to obtain the following

theorem.

Theorem 2: Consider the system (1) with rewards (2)

under the �-policy (4) with a reward structure � on ½0; 1�,

Fig. 5. Finite state machines of decision dynamics for the basic reward structures in Fig. 4 with � ¼ 0. Dashed lines are executed ifyðtk�1Þ ¼ yðtk�2Þ.
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such that � meets the requirements of Lemma 1. For any
initial values of uðtk�NÞ; . . . ; uðtk�1Þ, there is a time T G 1
and a value x�ðuðtk�NÞ; . . . ; uðtkÞÞ 2 ½0; 1� such that

jxðtÞ � x�j � 1=N for all t > T.

Proof: Given that the reward structure � meets the

requirements of Lemma 1, � can be broken into a unique

string of substructures from Fig. 4. The results of Lemma 2

show that within a single substructure, the behavior of an

agent under the �-policy will tend toward a fixed point. At
the junction of two adjacent basic reward structures, the

junctions will either be locally stable or unstable. In the

case of a locally stable junction, where both substructures

tend to push the agent toward the junction (sources), the

agent will oscillate around the junction or stop at the

junction. In the unstable case, two subcases exist. In

the first subcase, one substructure is a source and the other

pushes the agent away from the junction (a sink). In this
case, the agent will travel from the direction of the source

toward the sink. In the second unstable subcase, two sinks

meet at the junction. In this case, the agent will stay in the

substructure in which it starts and behave according to the

local substructure behavior from Lemma 2. The agent will

then follow the behavior in Lemma 2 until it reaches either

a stable equilibrium or a fixed point within a substructure

as defined in Lemma 2. h

Example 4: Consider again the decomposition of the CG

reward structure presented in Example 2 and an agent

following the �-policy. From the edge conditions, if the

agent starts at state x ¼ 0 with z ¼ BB, the state will stay at

x ¼ 0. Similarly, if the agent starts at state x ¼ 1 with

z ¼ AA, the state will stay at x ¼ 1. Otherwise, we have the

following.
• If the state is in segment one �I, the state will

travel through x1 into segment two.

• If the state is in segment two �III and if x1 > 2=3,

the state will travel to the left and enter a limit

cycle around x1. If x1 G 2=3 G x2, the state will

enter a limit cycle around 2/3. Otherwise, the state

will travel through x2 into the next segment,

potentially entering a limit cycle around x2.
• If the state is in segment three �VI and if x2 > 1=3,

the state will travel left into segment two. If

x2 G 1=3 G x3, the state will enter a limit cycle

around 1/3. Otherwise, the state will travel through

x3 and enter a limit cycle around x3.

• If the state is in segment four �VIII, the state will

travel left through x3 into segment three.

Depending on initial location and the values of
x1; x2; x3, five potential locations exist around which the

agent’s state can limit cycle: x1; x2; x3; 1=3; 2=3.

C. Asymptotic Behavior for � 6¼ 0
In the original �-policy, when � ¼ 0, three factors

determine system behavior (see Fig. 6).

• Is ’A > ’B?

• Is ð�’A=�xÞ � 0? (Continue using u ¼ A in the

�-policy as x is increasing.)

• Is ð�’B=�xÞ � 0? (Continue using u ¼ B as x is
decreasing.)

We define �’A=�x to be the change in reward as the

player moves one step to the right along the reward curve

’A; similarly for �’B=�x. From these conditional tests,

the eight (or 23) substructures in Fig. 4 are derived. Simi-

larly, when � 6¼ 0, the following conditions determine

system behavior.

• Is ’A > ’B?

• If � > 0, is ’A � ’B � �? Otherwise, if � G 0, is

’B � ’A � �?

• Is ð�’A=�xÞ � � � 0?

• Is ð�’B=�xÞ þ � � 0?

These inequalities lead to 32 possible conditions; here we

consider only cases where ’A > ’B because in the opposite
case behavior will be mirrored. Proceeding with ’A > ’B,

we are left with 16 possible scenarios which are listed in

Table 2. Each column represents a possible combination of

the relevant conditions where B( [ means the particular

condition is true, and Bx[ means the condition is false

[e.g., an x in the second row means that for the particular

combination of conditions, ð�’A=�xÞ 6� 0].

Behavior under the modified �-policy with ’A > ’B is

as follows.

• From our initial assumption, ’A � ’B > 0, so if

’A � ’B G j�j, then we have the following.

/ For � > 0, a switch from A to B will decrease

the reward and trigger a switch. The gain in

reward from switching back to A is not greater

than �, however, and the agent will immedi-

Fig. 6. Features of reward structure for analysis with � 6¼ 0.

Table 2 Possible Conditions on Slope of Reward Structure Curves and

Value of �; See Fig. 6. Each Column Represents a Full Set of Conditions

Where B( [ Is True and x Is False. For � G 0, See Fig. 7 for Finite State

Machines. For � > 0, See Fig. 8
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ately switch back to A, causing continuous

cycling.
/ For � G 0, a switch from A to B will not de-

crease rewards enough to trigger a switch back

to A, so the agent will stay with B for the next

choice; similarly, a switch from B to A will

increase the reward, and the agent will use A
for the next choice.

• If ð�’A=�xÞ � � � 0, a step in the positive x
direction along ’A causes a change in reward that
is more positive than �, so the agent will stay with

A for the next decision.

• If ð�’B=�xÞ þ � � 0, a step in the negative x
direction along ’B causes a change in reward that

is more positive than �, so the agent will stay with

B for the next decision.

The finite state machines that correspond to � G 0 are

given in Fig. 7, and those for � > 0 are given in Fig. 8.
With these finite state machines, we can state the fol-

lowing result for asymptotic system behavior.

Lemma 3: The steady-state behavior of an agent follow-

ing the modified �-strategy with � G 0 in each of the re-

ward structures outlined in Table 2 is as follows. In all

cases, if xðt1Þ ¼ a and zðt1Þ ¼ BB, then x! a. Similarly, if
xðt1Þ ¼ b and zðt1Þ ¼ AA, then x! b. Otherwise, we have

the following.

• �a: If z 2 fAA; BAg, then x! b; otherwise x! a.

• �b: If z ¼ BB, then x! a; otherwise x! b.

• �c: x! a.

• �d: x! b.

• �e: If a G 1=2 G b, then x! 1=2; otherwise x
limits to whichever of a or b is closer to 1/2.

• �f : x! b.

• �g: If z ¼ BB, then x! a. If a G 2=3 G b and

z 6¼ BB, then x! ½2=3� 1=N; 2=3þ 2=N�; other-

wise x limits to whichever of a or b is closer to 2/3.

• �h: If a G 2=3 G b, then x! ½2=3� 1=N; 2=3 þ
2=N�; otherwise x limits to whichever of a or b is

closer to 2/3.

Proof: Following the proof of Lemma 2, construct
finite state machines according to the modified �-policy in

(5) for each possible reward structure configuration in

Table 2 (Fig. 7). The results follow. h
As will be noted below, data show that most people do

not have a best fit � value above zero. In the interest of

Fig. 7. Representative finite state machines for � G 0. Dashed lines are executed if yðtk�1Þ ¼ yðtk�2Þ.

Fig. 8. Finite state machines for � > 0. Dashed lines are executed if yðtk�1Þ ¼ yðtk�2Þ.
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brevity, we omit the analytical treatment of the � > 0 case,
although we note that an agent following the extended

�-policy with positive � will generally end up with

x 2 f1=3; 1=2; 2=3g.

V. MODEL EVALUATION

Given the proposed decision policy and analysis of the

mathematical properties of the policy, we would like to

determine how well human decision making corresponds

to our theoretical deterministic decision policy. To this

end, our theoretical results have been compared to human

subject results. In particular, we discuss below instanta-

neous human decision making relative to the �-policy,

selection of appropriate switching threshold � and effects
of that threshold on the matching results, and qualitative

tendencies of human subjects to gravitate toward either

fixed points or maximal reward.

A. Experimental Setup
The data used here comes from experiments carried

out at Princeton University and at Baylor University [27].

The subjects participated in sequential TAFC tasks with
each task corresponding to one of the six types of reward

structures shown in Fig. 2. In the data set used for eval-

uation here, 60 participants played using each of the six

reward structures. For each task, the subject was allowed

to make a finite number of choices (either 220 or 150

choices), and a single task experiment lasted about 35 min

(in the case of 220 choices). For consistency in analysis of

the data, only the first 150 choices were used from any of
the experiments. In order to offset any learning effects in

the experiment, subjects only performed each task type
once, and tasks were presented to a subject in a random

order with 10 s between two different task experiments.

Because reward calculation requires 20 past choices, the

first 20 choices were prechosen, but they were the same

for all subjects in the same task.

B. Average Behavior
To qualitatively compare our analysis of fixed points

and optimal average reward to actual human behavior, we

considered the behavior of the entire group of subjects.

Using the analysis tools from Theorem 2 shows that each
task has a fixed point at x ¼ 0 and x ¼ 1, the DG has

additional fixed points at x ¼ 1=3 and x ¼ 2=3, and the CG

has a fixed point at x ¼ 1=2. In Fig. 9, the average be-

haviors are shown for the group of 60 people that com-

pleted the tasks in the alone condition. The full length

vertical lines are at the fixed points listed above. Clearly, in

all tasks other than the DG, the subjects tended to spend

most of their time at fixed points. Interestingly, the only
case in which subjects tended toward the global optimal

reward policy was in the CG task. In the cases of the RO,

RRO, CRO, and RCRO tasks, subjects gravitated toward

locally optimal reward policies but did not explore enough

to find the global reward policy. In the DG task, no strong

tendency toward a particular policy emerged. Note that in

each case, some number of subjects did find a policy that

led to the optimal reward, but such cases were not the
general rule.

To determine how the �-strategy would independently

perform with the same initial conditions as the human

Fig. 9. Normalized total behavior under each reward structure in Fig. 2. Full length vertical lines in DG and CG tasks represent fixed points

from analysis under Theorem 2. All tasks have fixed points at zero and one.
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subjects, we can use the analysis from Theorems 1 and 2
with the initial conditions from the human subject tests.

The initial conditions for the four tasks are x0 ¼ 0; 1; 0; 1;
0:4; and 0:75. Based on these initial conditions, the

�-strategy would lead to the respective fixed points of

xf ¼ 0; 1; 0; 1; 0:66; and 0:5. These results are consistent

with the human subject results and correlate with the fact

that, because decisions in the �-strategy are only based on

the two most recent rewards and decisions, the overall
results are generally only locally optimal. Reaching the

global optimum requires starting at appropriate initial

conditions.

C. Prediction Methodology
To evaluate our model relative to experimental data,

we applied the rewards from the experiments to the model

and then compared the actual human decisions with those

predicted by the model. In this way, we directly compared
the prediction of our model with the actual human deci-

sion at every time step during the experiments. Spe-

cifically, let f~uj
iðtkÞg and f~yj

iðtkÞg be the experimental

decisions and the experimental rewards for participant i
with reward structure j, where i ¼ 1; . . . ;N , with N the

number of subjects (here, N ¼ 60) and j ¼ 1; . . . ; 6 (for

enumeration purposes, task 1 is the RO, task 2 is the RRO,

task 3 is the CRO, task 4 is the RCRO, task 5 is the DG, and
task 6 is the CG). The predicted decision using experi-

mental data û
j
iðtkÞ was defined as

û
j
iðtkÞ:¼

~u
j
iðtk�1Þ; if ~y

j
iðtk�1Þ�~y

j
iðtk�2Þþ�

switch ~u
j
iðtk�1Þ

� �
; else.

(

Define the match variable m
j
iðtkÞ for participant i with

reward structure j at decision step tk as

m
j
iðtkÞ ¼ 1; if û

j
iðtkÞ ¼ ~u

j
iðtkÞ

0; else.

�

Note that a value of 1 corresponds to a match between
theory and experiment, and a value of 0 corresponds to a

mismatch. For participant i in task j, define the percentage

of matching of predictions by the model as

p
j
i :¼ 1

k

X
k

m
j
iðtkÞ (6)

and let

nj :¼ card ijpj
i > P=100; i ¼ f1; . . . ;Ng

n o� �
=N

be the percentage of the number of subjects i such that

p
j
i > P=100 (i.e., the number of subjects having more than

P% matches with the model).

D. Results for � ¼ 0
The results for the �-strategy with � ¼ 0 are shown in

Fig. 10 for a range of values of P. The lower end of the plot,

with P ¼ 50, corresponds to how often the �-strategy per-

formed at least as well as the completely random strategy

of flipping a coin. The upper end of the plot corresponds to

how often the �-strategy performed exactly the same as a

human subject. At a fit percentage of 50%, the data indi-
cate that, as hoped, the �-strategy indeed performed at

least as well as random choice. The continued large

matching rates as the fit percentage was increased, up to

the range of 60%–70% for most of the tasks, provides

strong support for the hypothesis that decision making in

these TAFC tasks possesses a definitive deterministic ele-

ment and that the �-strategy is a reasonable model of that

element. Beyond the level of 70% fit percentage, the
matching rate falls off more or less quickly depending on

the task suggesting that perhaps different strategies were

being used by different human subjects or different strat-

egies were being used during a single experiment by a

single subject. This difference in strategy may correspond

in some cases to alternating between a fixed decision

policy and one that is random, or some combination of the

two. The incorporation of appropriate switching between
strategies and some of these strategies being stochastic is

the subject of ongoing and future work.

The selection of a particular value of P to indicate a

Bgood[ fit of model to data is somewhat subjective. As a

reasonable compromise between Bbetter than completely

random[ and Bcompletely matched in all cases,[ we will

utilize a value of P ¼ 85 in the remaining discussion. The

results for P ¼ 85 are tabulated in Table 3. An observation
from Table 3 is that the �-strategy correctly captured

Fig. 10. Percentage of matching between �-strategy and experimental

data with � ¼ 0 for each of the tasks at a range of matching levels P%.
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human decision making at a level of at least 85% in the

scenario here for about two thirds of the human test sub-

jects except for the Gaussian tasks. From the disparity in

results, clearly the underlying structure has a large effect

on how strongly people followed a WSLS-type strategy. For

instance, the DG had a very low percentage of match at

10%, while the RO, at 68%, apparently encouraged WSLS
decision making. Interestingly in [12], the average likeli-

hood values used to determine goodness of fit were much

higher for the simple and complex rising optimum tasks

(they considered the task and reverse together) than for

the Gaussian tasks. Our results are completely in line with

theirs in this regard.

E. Results for � 6¼ 0
For the modified model with threshold (5), we used the

same set of data as above and fit values of � in three

scenarios: 1) one value of � for all participants for each
task; 2) one value of � for each participant in all tasks; and

3) one value of � for each participant in each task. As the

data show below, while the values of � demonstrated

trends, they were not constant for the different tasks, for a

given user, or even during a single experiment.

The value of � was chosen to be the smallest j�j that

maximized either the percentage number of participants

who have more than P% matches between model predic-
tion and actual data (scenario 1) or the number of fit

choices (scenarios 2 and 3). Note that as before, we take

P ¼ 85 as shown in Fig. 10 where P ¼ 85 is a reasonable

compromise between number of people fit and fit accu-

racy. In scenario 1, some dependence on P was present

because we chose � such that nj was maximized subject to

the value of P. In the other scenarios, � did not depend on P
because � was chosen as the absolute best fit for each
person which, in the end, did not depend on P.

An important point to recall from Section III is that the

possible change in reward in a single time for any state x
has a maximum value. For instance, if the policy in (5) is

applied with a value of � that is more negative than the

greatest possible decrease in rewards, a switch will never

be predicted, and the model effectively becomes

uðtkÞ ¼ uðtk�1Þ. Thus, to determine �, we fit the largest
number of matched choices and minimize j�j to prevent

the value of � from being too positive or too negative

relative to the reward structure.

1) Determination of a Single � for All Participants for Each
Task: In this case, we found �j across all participants for

each task j, j ¼ 1; . . . ; 6. Such a value of � for each task

should give us an indication of the tendency of a given

reward structure to promote exploitive (or alternatively,

explorative) tendencies of participants. The value of �j was

found as follows:

�j ¼ arg min
�2½�1;1�

j�j � njð�Þ
� �

which means finding the minimal j�j that maximized the

number of participants with greater than 85% match (nj is

always positive so max nj ¼ �min nj). Generally multiple

values of � can be found, so the one of smallest magnitude

was chosen. In the results here, we numerically found �j

using a grid search with quantization level 0.01 in the

range ½�1; 1�. The results are tabulated in Table 4.
Compared to the results with no threshold, the matching

improved significantly (percentage improvement indicated

by %�) ranging between 5% and 22% improvement. The

values of � found imply that the RCRO task leads to less

exploration in the decision space than the other tasks (� is

more negative), and that decision making in the CRO task

is most explorative.

While the number of participants having more than
85% matched predictions increased in this case compared

to the case without the threshold �, the percent matching

in the Gaussian tasks was still only 32% and 23%,

respectively. However, human decision making can be

quite diverse, and even in scenarios as simple as the TAFC

task, the number of possible strategies is astronomicalV
for n binary choices, 2n unique decision paths are possible.

Yet about 70% of the participants followed the �-strategy
in the RO tasks more than 85% of the time.

2) Determination of a � Value for Each Participant Across
All Tasks: To determine whether the risk tendencies of

human subjects are fairly consistent or vary between

subjects, we calculated the value of � for each subject,

i ¼ 1; . . . ;N , in all tasks such that

�i ¼ arg min
�2½�1;1�

j�j �
X6

j¼1

p
j
ið�Þ

 !
:

Again, we numerically found �i using a grid search with

quantization level 0.01 in the range ½�1; 1�, and p
j
i is given

Table 3 Model Validation for the �-Strategy in Each of the Six Tasks in

Fig. 2 With Matching Level at P ¼ 85

Table 4 Model Validation for the �-Strategy With Single � for All Humans

in a Given Task
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in (6). The distribution of �i among the 60 test subjects is

plotted in Fig. 11. The values for the majority of the

subjects are fairly distributed between 0 and �0.2. Also,

almost all of the participants had a negative � (and thus,

are conservative in the decision space), and only three out
of the 60 subjects had a positive or explorative �. Table 5

shows only a small improvement between this case and
that in Section V-E1 and shows a decline in the DG task.

3) Determination of a � Value for Each Participant in Each
Task: We next calculated the smallest j�j

ij for each partic-

ipant i in each task j that maximized the percentage of

matched predictions for the participant. The calculation of

�
j
i for each human in each task was made such that

�
j
i ¼ arg min

�2½�1;1�
j�j � p

j
ið�Þ

� �
(7)

again using a grid search with quantization level 0.01 in

the range ½�1; 1�. The histograms of these results are

plotted in Fig. 12, and the means and variances of the
values of � are given in Table 6. One observation is that

values for � were quite concentrated for the RO and RRO

tasks, with much smaller variances compared to other

tasks. This result makes intuitive sense because the RO and

the RRO were designed to encourage simple choice

patterns, either all A or all B. The comparisons of the

results to the original �-strategy are indicated by %�.

These results both improved relative to the original
strategy and relative to the use of a single value of � for

each task. As one would expect, tuning the parameter � to

each subject led to improved performance of the system.

Here, we see that our results have improved for the

Gaussian tasks but are still far short of the fit level of the

Fig. 12. Distribution of �ji for all participants in each task j.

Table 5 Model Validation for �-Strategy With a Single � for Each Human

Across All Tasks

Fig. 11. Distribution of �i for each participant across all six tasks.
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other tasks. Again, these results are in line with the results

from [12].

4) Adaptive Decision Strategy: The possibility exists that

the human subjects change their decision-making strategy

over the course of the experiment. Such changes could be

the result of learning, boredom, or many other possibil-

ities. One approach to identifying whether such changes
occurred is to calculate � at each time step for a given

subject. If such a quantity does allow for the identification

of changes in decision making, one could consider running

the identification in real time with the goal of providing

alternative cues to change subject behavior.

To find the best fit values of �ðtkÞ at each time step for a

given set of task data, we ran through the grid search

described in Section V-E1 for each time step tk. This time
history allowed us to see stepwise changes in the value of �
(e.g., Fig. 13). The value of � at a given time step is not in

general the largest change in reward the subject has seen,

but instead it is the best compromise between large losses

when the subject does not change decisions and smaller

losses where the decision is changed. A representative case

of the results from this approach is shown in Figs. 13 and

14. The best fit � compared to the change in reward for
each time step is shown in Fig. 13, while the best fit � along

with the errors in the last N ¼ 20 time steps is shown in

Fig. 14. Clearly, when errors occur, the best fit value of � is

changed in order for our model to accommodate the new

strategy choices. For example, as shown in Fig. 14, as our

prediction mechanism starts to make errors around time

step 75, the parameter value is updated slightly, and again

at time step 100. This result shows that the parameter is
responding to missed predictions which may indicate the

subject temporarily switching to a more complicated

choice pattern.

5) Difficulties in � Fitting: We determined the best fit

value of � in all cases by evaluating over a grid, finding the

values of � that gave the highest percentage match, and

then selecting from that set the value of � with minimal
magnitude. As can be seen in Fig. 15, this method resulted

in values of � that were closely related to the changes in

reward the person actually saw. For instance, in Fig. 15(c),

the best fit � was the next discrete step below the largest

decrease in reward for a time step with the result that our

model predicted no switches. In other cases, the best fit

value may be meaningless. As shown in Fig. 16, often no

Fig. 14. Best fit � at each time step along with normalized error over

last twenty time steps.

Fig. 13. Plot of 4y at each time step with the best fit � for each time

step shown.

Table 6 Mean and Variance of � Calculated for Each Human in Each

of the Six Tasks. Comparison to Original �-Strategy Result With � ¼ 0

Is Given by %�

Fig. 15. Change in reward at time step compared to the best fit �. (a) Subject 1, task 1. (b) Subject 1, task 4. (c) Subject 3, task 1.
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discernible relationship existed between change in reward

and switching decisions. This lack of relationship makes

predicting switches based on information about change in
reward unlikely with the �-strategy.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have considered the use of a determin-

istic reward-based decision-making policy with parame-

terized threshold as a model of human decision making in

TAFC tasks. The capabilities of the model relative to these
tasks was considered both from an analytical point of view

and in comparison to results from human subjects testing.

The model system and the human subjects both demon-

strated consistent averaged results in tending toward fixed

points of the reward curves but generally did not gravitate

toward global optima. In direct comparison of decision-by-

decision results, the results with and without a param-

eterized bias in the response to a decrease in reward
showed levels of correlation in many cases that indicated at

least some underlying use of the WSLS �-strategy as a

decision-making policy. Specifically, in the case of no bias,

results in four of the six tasks had a match between theory

and experiment at a level over 85% for more than 60% of

the human subjects. For the other two tasks, the matching

level was only in the range of 10%. Note, however, that the
rate of matching become significantly higher with thresh-

olds lower than 85% but still above 50% where no corre-

lation is present between predicted and actual decisions.

As expected, allowing for a variable bias in the

threshold for switching from one choice to another did

lead to higher levels of matching between the model and

human subjects testing. Also, as one would expect,

tailoring the value of the threshold to the task and to the
human subject led to better predictive capabilities in the

model than using a single global value for all tasks and

subjects. Further, when allowing for a time-varying bias

during the experiment, a clear pattern of discrete changes

in value was observed suggesting that particular decision-

making policies were used for a period of time, then

altered.

These results suggest that the deterministic model
studied here does have a nontrivial relation to the decision-

making strategies used by human subjects in these simple

tasks, particularly when the model is fit to the particular

person. As discussed in the introduction to the work,

actual decision-making policies are almost certainly a mix

of deterministic and stochastic elements. Integrating

appropriate stochastic terms with the model here is the

subject of ongoing work. In particular, we are utilizing the
deterministic model here as the basis of a finite state

machine with probabilistic transitions between the modes

in an MDP framework. The improvements from the model

extensions indicate that the model can potentially be

adjusted to provide a good fit with human decision making

in TAFC tasks. Ongoing work is directed at these

improvements. Efforts are also being pursued to produce

real-time identification of the value of � for each subject
and to investigate the correlation between this type of

parameter with aspects of human psychology such as risk

attitude and the effect of deadline pressure into the model.

Real-time tracking of such characteristics would poten-

tially provide a means of improving human interaction

with autonomous systems by incorporating the parameter

as a feedback term in the interaction of the autonomous

portion of the system with the human operator. h
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